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Introduction
This publication is a synthetic version of the materials developed under the project European
Music Portfolio (2009-2012) adapted to the educational context of Catalonia, Spain.
This booklet is intended primarily at primary and secondary language teachers, and presents
a working proposal based on music. In this sense, the theoretical part of this material seeks
to support and expand knowledge about music in school. The aim is that teachers of
language without specific musical knowledge feel comfortable and able to carry out activities
that combine music and language as those found at the end of this publication.
Our wish is that the approach and materials presented inspire teachers to use more
integrated activities between learning the language and music in the classroom, which we
believe will benefit teachers and students alike.
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1. European Music Portfolio: A Creative Way into Languages
The European Music Portfolio: A Creative Way into Languages (EMP-L) project aims to
support children’s learning in music and language through an integrated approach. The
materials are designed for generalist and specialist teachers.
The EMP-L was developed by an international team of language and music educators and
researchers through the support of a Comenius Lifelong Learning grant awarded by the
European Commission from 2009 to 2012.
Listening, perceiving, imitating, and creating are skills in both language and music, including
music without words. The EMP-L project emphasises the interrelationships between music
and language (see Figure 1.1).

Culture and Context

Language
Interaction

EMP-L

Music
Interaction
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Why integrate music and language learning?

Music and language learning are naturally connected
Neuroscience research in recent years suggests profound relationships between music and
language (Patel, 2008; Gruhn & Rauscher, 2008). Infants probably learn music and language
in similar ways: through immersion in the rich sound environment in which they live (see for
example Bruner, 1983; Thaut, 2005; Parke & Gauvain, 2009; Hallam, 2010). The basic
networks for music and language learning are created during the prenatal period and the
baby’s first postnatal months, so music and language learning are probably developmentally
connected (Marjanen, 2009).

Music fosters the relationship between conceptual development and language
development
Through rhythms, tones and intervals, singing and music can help to break speech streams
into meaningful units. Each language is organised in a particular way, with stresses, rhythms
and melodies specific to it; this is particularly noticeable when someone transposes the
prosody of their native language into a new language and it sounds like they have an accent.
The musical rhythms in composed music tend to maintain a close match to the prosodic
elements of speech of the composer’s native language (Patel & Daniele, 2003).

Music sets a positive and constructive learning atmosphere
Educators have suggested that music can quickly set a positive classroom tone, and predispose children to learning in the target language (Murphey, 1992). Musical activities can
provide positive affective, motivational, and cognitive benefits for students at different ages
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and stages of language learning (Casals, 2011). The enjoyable repetition involved in singing
songs and listening to rhythmic speech patterns can result in more secure learning of target
language structures, within and beyond the classroom (Krashen, 1983; Murphey, 1990;
Spicher & Sweeney, 2007).

Music can facilitate language learning
Controlled studies have shown that vocabulary, intonation, speaking and grammar skills can
be supported by learning songs (Wallace, 1994; Schön, Boyer, Moreno, Besson, Peretz, &
Kolinsky, 2008; Ludke, 2010). Research also indicates that young children are particularly
capable of learning foreign languages (Muñoz, 2006; Nikolov & Djigunovic, 2006). There is
much anecdotal evidence that illustrates the benefits of using songs to support classroom
learning (Murphey, 1992; Medina, 1993; Fomina, 2000; Spicher & Sweeney, 2007), including
techniques which encourage the incorporation of music, song and singing into the foreign
language curriculum (Anton, 1990; Bancroft, 1995).

Music and language learning are creative
The EMP-L promotes a creative approach to integrating music and language. The EMP-L
activities are open-ended rather than predetermined ‘recipes’, and as such offer both
teachers and students the opportunity to express and develop their creative ideas. Creativity
underpins all of the musical activities that we have developed to support language learning.
EMP-L has adopted the following definition:
Creativity is the general term we use to describe an individual’s attitude to, ability for, and
styles of creative thinking that leads to a structured, intentional, meaningful and open-ended
activity, mental and/or physical. This activity may be personal and/or collective, occurs in a
specific space-time, political, economic, social, and cultural context, and interacts with it. The
creative activity aims to realize the creative potential of the creator(s), leading to tangible or
intangible product(s) that is (are) original, useful, and desirable, at least for the creator(s). The
creative product(s) should be used for ethical and constructive purposes.
(Kampylis, 2010: 92)

The materials developed for this project aim to support pupils in expanding their knowledge
of music and language whilst engaging their creativity.
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1.2. Aims and principles
The purpose of the European Music Portfolio: A Creative Way into Languages project is to
help teachers creatively integrate musical activities into primary language education. By
linking music with language learning and taking advantage of the features that are similar
between them, the EMP-L approach to language learning aims to reduce language barriers,
foster co-operative learning and increase social integration within and between different
European countries.
The EMP-L approach also aims to nurture self-confidence, self-expression and creativity and
to improve intercultural understanding and sensitivity.
Specifically, the EMP-L project aims to:
•

motivate children to learn new languages whilst developing musical skills;

•

foster creativity amongst pupils and teachers;

•

train primary teachers to support language skills through musical activities;

•

contribute to primary teacher education and to continuing professional development;

•

increase the creative use of technology and ICT;

•

explore musical and linguistic diversity in Europe;

•

integrate European cultures through innovative educational materials.

1.3. Aims and outputs of the EMP-L
The European Music Portfolio: A Creative Way into Languages was created for flexible use
alongside the European Language Portfolio and with national, regional, and local standards
for the modern languages curriculum at the primary level. The EMP-L project provides a
range of materials for young pupils, generalist teachers and specialist teachers, including:
•

a Teacher’s Handbook, which provides a rationale for integrating music and language
learning and a framework for how these two domains can be supported through the
EMP-L activities;

•

Teacher’s Booklets specific to each partner country, which contain guidelines,
resources, and activities to use in the classroom;

•

a website (http://www.emportfolio.eu) and e-learning platform (www.elearning.emportfolio.eu) with more activities and ‘good practice’ examples for
integrating music with first and foreign language teaching;

•

a Pupil’s Portfolio, which is a classroom tool to support pupils’ language and musical
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skills development and to enable children to reflect on their musical learning and
goals;
•

a Teacher’s Guide to the Pupil’s Portfolio and Teacher’s Cards, which provide
generalist and specialist teachers with further practical ideas for learning and
reflection, individually or for groups of pupils;

•

Comenius continuing professional development (CPD) courses designed to support
primary teachers in integrating music and language learning;

•

National and international train-the-trainer courses.
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2. Music in education
Music plays an important role in human life, from aesthetic and emotional experiences to
intra- and interpersonal, historical, and cultural experiences. Music also serves many
different functions, ranging from lullabies and dance music to religious or national
ceremonies, and thus lives within people and their cultures (Blacking, 1973).
This section describes some ideas from music education and presents four areas of musical
learning within EMP-L: listening, making, representing, and discussing music. These four
musical competences offer a multitude of opportunities for connecting with and supporting
other areas of the primary curriculum.

2.1. Music, education and creativity
Music
Music is not just singing or instrumental performance. It has been described as broadly as
‘humanly organised sounds’ (Blacking, 1973). Our experience of music extends far beyond its
physical characteristics, to our emotional, cognitive, personal and cultural responses.
For a teacher it is important to maintain an open definition of music. Describing music as
‘organised sound’ makes it clear that it is up to the listener or performer to decide whether
something perceived or performed should be called ‘music’. For the EMP-L project this
description of music is considered to be a helpful starting point because it encourages
teachers to be curious about children’s perceptions and subjective definitions of music.

Music education and creativity
Many cultures assume that all humans are musical and that everyone can participate in
making, performing and appreciating music (Blacking, 1973; Clausen, Hemetek, & Saether,
2009; Young & Guillen, 2010). All cultures have music especially designed for children and
based on linguistic patterns (Brown, 2000).
In schools and music lessons, an emphasis is often placed on developing skills and
competences that enable children and young people to take part in and contribute to
11
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musical life in their community. Since making music, and especially singing, can be a deeply
personal expression of emotions and ideas, both the teacher’s and children’s responses to
individual music making should be sensitive. Creative music can express a child’s originality
and uniqueness, and in this context accuracy or technical skills are sometimes given less
importance. Music can also express regional or national identity (Velescu, 2001) and music
education can thus enhance our awareness of other cultures and multicultural identities.
Music educators often cite ‘the incredible power and mind-making potential of music’
(Swanwick, 1988). The notion that music learning can provide a powerful means of
supporting sequential memory (Silverman, 2007), motor, cognitive, socio-emotional,
aesthetic, and kinaesthetic development is increasingly accepted in education. Music
provides a rich context for social, personal, cognitive and cultural engagement, and
researchers have found links between music-making and mental, physical and social health
(Clift & Hancox, 2001; Bunt & Hoskyns, 2002; Clift, Hancox, Staricoff, & Whitmore, 2008;
MacDonald, Kreutz, & Mitchell, 2012).
Through music education, children can creatively and efficiently develop their ambition and
ability to acquire knowledge in a range of different areas:
•

Children’s distributed attention can be engaged by analysing how music is created
(reading notes, keeping the beat and tempo, focus on posture and hand movements,
precision in voice intonation, rhythm and execution).

•

Children’s long-term memory is encouraged by listening to various forms and genres
of music.

•

Children’s acoustic perception is stimulated by listening to music and sounds (from
the discrimination of environmental noises or single musical elements to complex
musical pieces with multiple rhythms and voices).

•

Children’s creativity, sympathy and sense of aesthetics are encouraged by
interpreting music through small musical compositions and games.

2.2 Musical learning
The word ‘competence’ is often used to describe music curricula (cf. Knigge, Niessen, &
Jordan, 2010). However, a recent European report showed very little consistency across
countries regarding music education curricula:
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Some…articulate a clear philosophy and purpose for music education and are less
concerned with defining specific content. Others give detailed lists of the musical
skills, knowledge and repertoire to be taught in clear sequence across the ages.
Although improvising and arranging are often mentioned, in the context of
developing rhythmic and melodic skills rather than as an end in themselves,
composing (especially in primary years) is less usual (Music Education Network,
2011).

The EMP-L brings together ideas from across Europe and focuses on four key areas of
musical learning (listening, making, representing and discussing music), which are intended
to be fully interconnected with each other within a broad, holistic understanding of musical
competence (see Figure 2.1).

The four EMP-L musical learning areas

Music Listening

Making Music

Discussing Music

Representing Music

Listening
Children can develop a deeper awareness of their acoustic environment through listening
activities, from discriminating between simple sounds to the analysis of complex musical
pieces with multiple layers of texture, timbre and rhythm. Specifically, an active listening
could mean:
•

to perceive, discriminate and describe sounds and sound sequences

•

to recognize the timbre of the musical instruments

•

to differentiate and understand intervals, melodies, rhythms, harmonies, structures
and genres

•

to connect the listening of music elements with the specific terminology that
identifies them.
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The use of verbal, visual and physical language (eg, using gestures, graphic notation or words
to represent musical elements) can help the understanding of sounds and develop listening
skills in children.
Examples
•

identify, locate, and name different environmental and musical sounds;

•

identify and describe styles and genres of musical works in terms of historical
period and cultural influences.

•

listen to and understand musical structures (e.g., beginnings, endings, repetition
and pattern, phrasing, accompaniment, silence).

•

recognise, differentiate, describe, and name structural elements of music

Making
Making music includes performing, improvising and composing, which involve both creative
and interpretive processes. Music-making in the classroom might involve singing or
accompanying a song, performing instrumental music, or projects that explore different
sounds and materials. Performing music involves interpretation, refinement, and
modification according to the audience, the occasion and the performer’s musical skills. It
can also provide creative opportunities for children to communicate their moods, emotions,
ideas and skills through music.
Digital technology can be extremely useful for making music and recording performances.
Young children should be encouraged to capture their musical inventions and to critically
appraise them. They may also make their compositions permanent in other ways, such as by
notating, either conventionally or by inventing symbols to create their own graphical scores.
Definitively, through music perception (listening activities) and practice of different types of
musical performance (production), children can learn to express themselves through music.
In this sense, teachers should encourage children to engage expressively, and not only
technically, in musical activities.
Examples
•

conduct sound experiments with different instruments on their own and with
groups of children;

•

vocally imitate sounds with rhythmical and stylistic accuracy (e.g., speaking,

•

whispering, alterations in pitch, dynamics, or timbre);

•

blend or harmonise with another voice or voices;

•

sensitively use phrasing, dynamics, expression, pronunciation, and intonation.

•

create and perform rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic accompaniments;

•

use computer software to support the creation, deconstruction, and
reconstruction of musical works.
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Representing
When different modes are used (e.g., sounds, gestures, words, images), musical learning can
be enhanced through the involvement of other senses and learning (Márquez, Izquierdo &
Espinet, 2003; Young, 2009; Pérez & Malagarriga, 2010). This can provide multi-sensory
reinforcement and support different learners’ educational needs.
Music and movement are deeply related and can be explored in a rich variety of ways.
Combining movement with musical activity can be used to develop children’s motor coordination, sequential memory and a range of other musical and non-musical skills. Activities
could include:
Traditional musical notation systems are an important form of musical representation, but
young learners can also interpret and create representations of music in relation to pictures,
ideas, stories, environments, poems, moods and emotions, working either individually or in
groups. Teachers may also be able to create opportunities for children to perceive,
understand and express music through haptic (touch/tactile) representations, for example
with the use of advanced ICT such as tangible user interfaces (e.g., touch screens).
Examples
•

express music with planned or improvised expressive forms of movement and
gesture

•

interpret visual images using instruments, voices and sounds;

•

interpret and illustrate musical elements (e.g., timbre, intervals, tempo,
dynamics) through the use of (conventional or not) graphic notation.

Discussing
As general teaching principles, reflection and verbalisation are important parts of any
learning process. A reflective approach to musical activities will help children to continue to
work, play and experiment within a musical environment. Talking about music can render
abstract musical concepts more concrete, make implicit knowledge explicit, develop
children’s critical thinking skills, lead to an increase in their musical vocabulary and support
their musical understanding. The work of Viladot, Gómez, and Malagarriga (2010) has shown
that conversation within a class group involving shared activity and interaction can benefit
the social construction of musical knowledge within the group.
To fully understand music includes both theoretical knowledge and an awareness of the
relationship that different groups of society have with different musical styles (e.g., in
musical sub-cultures). In this sense, teaching and talking about music can help to widen
children’s musical interests and encourage their active membership in a diverse musical and
social life.
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It is fascinating to consider and discuss the variety of functions that music plays in the
present and has played in the past. Children can gain social, cultural and historical
understanding while learning about different kinds of music, the various roles of music and
musicians in different cultures and eras, and the personal importance of music for
individuals in society. Discussions around recognising and analysing different functions of
music, learning about musical events, and describing music from different times in history or
from different countries can of course be done in the children’s native language or in the
target language. It is also important to talk about music in the context of authentic activities
(e.g., as part of a related discussion of traditional, historical, geographical, or cultural
customs).
Understanding and discussing the simple and complex structures of music, and their
variation across musical styles and cultures, is extremely beneficial to musical learning.
Children may begin by learning to describe individual musical elements and the ways in
which they are combined (e.g., pulse, duration, metre, rhythm; pitch scale, tonality, melody,
chords, harmony) and then move on to features such as imitation, repetition, inversion,
polyphony, up to larger structures such as call and response, or sonata form. Young learners
can build pictures or plans of the structure of different musical pieces, using both
conventional notation and other graphic forms.
Examples
•

discuss about the music is heard, created or interpreted.

•

develop a rich and specific vocabulary in relation to the area of music

•

reflect on the social and cultural relevance of music in different contexts and
historical moments

2.3 Educational approach
Having identified the wide range of areas of musical learning that are considered valuable by
EMP-L, it is important to link this to a learning framework.
Music education goals should be considered within a holistic developmental framework.
Musicality involves innate musical capabilities that develop during the first years of life.
These capabilities are expressed in musical memory and musical imagination. On the other
hand, the physical dimensions of sound (timbre, loudness, melody, rhythm and duration)
affect the emotional and physical being.
All genres of music can be used to support a child’s musical learning, but a teacher’s own
musical preferences and experiences are important starting points in creating a positive and
relaxed learning environment. Music education should take place in a safe and positive
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atmosphere that encourages individuals to empathise, share, formulate their own values
and make informed choices.
Musical activities and learning can begin by working with the teacher’s voice and
movements, moving on to the children’s voices and movements, and then to other musical
instruments, interfaces and activities. Researchers have suggested that musical activities
have a fundamental capacity to support learning (Overy, 1998); the capacity to connect
teacher and pupils through shared experience (Marjanen, 2009); to increase attention, focus
and responsiveness (Milavanov, 2009; Huotilainen, 2011); and to integrate knowledge from
different fields, foster teamwork and communication (Cslovjecsek & Spychiger, 1998;
Cslovjecsek & Linneweber-Lammerskitten, 2011).
Because musical experiences are emotional and personal, it is particularly important to
consider the following when setting goals:
•

individual personality

•

a positive atmosphere

•

motivation for musical learning

•

both individual and group learning

•

the importance of children’s ideas and contributions.
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3. ACTIVITIES
3.1 Activity grid
The sample activities (section 3.2) and the online activities (http://www.emportfolio.eu)
offer illustrative examples that may be applied to different languages and to different
teaching and learning contexts.
Music in the language classroom is often understood as singing-focused activity, but for the
EMP-L project, singing is just one type of musical activity to be approached (Viladot & Casals,
2012). So, for this purpose EMP-L developed ten categories of musical activities in order to
organise the activities:
1. Rhythmic vocalisation
2. Singing
3. Body percussion
4. Playing instruments
5. Dancing and moving
6. Exploring, improvising, composing
7. Listening to music
8. Painting, writing, reading music
9. Using ICT
10. Conducting, teaching music
These ten categories identify several kinds of action-oriented music education activities and
open up a range of rich possibilities for integrating music into the language classroom. These
categories of musical activity are interconnected and overlap. For example, when playing a
musical instrument, children will listen, and may be reading, improvising, or experimenting.
Rhythmic vocalisation and singing include playing with the voice to produce ‘vocables’, raps,
accents and contrasting characters.
The grid for each activity (see the activity grid template on the next page) illustrates how it
can support different educational objectives in primary language and musical learning. The
list of ten types of musical activities appears along the left-hand column of the grid, whereas
the educational objectives relevant to language learning are found across the top of the grid:
• Oracy
• Literacy
• Vocabulary (lexical competence)
• Language awareness and knowledge about language
• Intercultural awareness and sensitivity
• Cognitive and language learning strategies
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Young learners will…

Standard procedure:

5. Dancing and moving

6. Exploring, improvising,
composing

7. Listening to music

8. Painting, writing,
reading music

9. Using ICT

10. Conducting - teaching
music
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Language Learning
Strategies

Source:

Music level:

Intercultural
Awareness

Language level:

Language Awareness,
Knowledge about
Language

Vocabulary

Writing
(reproductive)

Writing
(creative)

Reading and
Understanding

Perception and
Differentiation

4. Playing instruments

Title:

Listening and
Understanding

3. Body percussion

Time:

Pronunciation,
articulation

2. Singing

Spoken
production,
reading aloud

1. Rhythmic vocalisation

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

Space:

Literacy

Oracy

Keyword(s):

Multimedia:

Optional procedures

Extra procedures
for further language learning

Extra procedures
for further music learning

Notes
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3.2 Sample activities

Rhythmic
vocalisation

Tak Tak

Singing

Body
percussion

Playing
instruments

Dancing and
moving

Exploring,
improvising,
composing

Painting,
writing,
reading
music

Using ICT

X

X

Morning
has come

X
X

X

X

Bombella

X

Scramble
Subtitling
show

X

X

Tempo
Tamper

X
X

X

X

Conducting
and teaching
music

x

X

Kazoo

Clapping
games

Listening
to music

X

*

Time: 10’ for the main activity

TAK-TAK

Language level: Basic
Music level: Basic

(Reading)

Young learners will… read a musical notation, improve articulation, develop an understanding of graphical notation and being creative in different ways
3. Body percussion

4. Playing instruments

5. Dancing and moving

6. Exploring, improvising,
composing

TAK

2

TAK

3

TAK

4

DUN

5

DUN

6

TAK

7

DUN

8

TIK

TAK
TAK

DUN

TAK

TAK

DUN

TAK

DUN

TAK

DUN

TAK

TAK

DUN

TAK

DUN

TAK

TAK

TAK

DUN

*

7. Listening to music

8. Painting, writing,
reading music

1

*
*
*

TIK
TAK

TAK

TAK

TAK

TAK

TAK

DUN

TAK

TIK

TIK

TAK

DUN

TIK

DUN

TIK

DUN

9. Using ICT

Standard procedure
10. Conducting - teaching
music

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Language Learning
Strategies

**

* Space: typical classroom with desks or a circle of chairs
*

2. Singing

Intercultural
Awareness

Language Awareness,
Knowledge about
Language

Vocabulary

Writing
(reproductive)

Writing
(creative)

*

Reading and
Understanding

Perception and
Differentiation

Listening and
Understanding

1. Rhythmic vocalisation

Pronunciation,
articulation

Spoken
production,
reading aloud

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

***

Literacy

Oracy

Keyword(s): reading notation,
arranging

With a steady pulse all together read lines 1-12 of the worksheet.
Reading in groups, e.g. alternately even and odd lines.
Every participant chooses individually one line. The aim is to exercise the chosen pattern in the correct rhythm and with proper articulation.
One after another participants perform their pattern while the class repeats (call - response).
Children propose other ideas how to arrange, to fill and to play with this music partitur
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Source: Reiter G. (1998).
Body Percussion 1.
Innsbruck: Helbling

Reading line by line as a call-response play with the teacher.
Exercising difficult patterns in the plenary.
Optional procedures One participant is reading one line, while others have to guess witch line it was.
Every participant chooses one pattern and learns it by heart. Reciting the own pattern while walking in the room and looking for others
saying the same pattern.
Reading with varying voice-characters (wondering, weepy, happy, cheeky, provocative ... like a mouse, a lion, a Chinese, a French-man
and so on)
Extra procedures
Replacing vowels, e.g. TOK, DIN and so on.
for further language learning
Dialoguing with the lines.
Producing carts with any syllables and combine them in various ways.
Reading/performing as a canon with two or more voices with various entries.
Every group takes one syllable. Reading with shared roles.
Extra procedures
Inventing melodies to the patterns by singing or playing instruments.
for further music learning
Producing carts with drawings and pictures and composing new patterns out of them.
Producing carts with any syllables and composing new patterns out of them.

Notes
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1.

TAK

2.

TAK

3.

TAK

4.

DUN

5.

DUN

6.

TAK

7.

DUN

8.

TIK

9. TAKA

TAK
TAK

DUN

TAK

DUN

DUN

TAK

DUN

TAK

DUN

TAK

TAK

DUN

TAK

DUN

TAK

TAK

TAK

DUN

TIK
TAK

TAK

TAK

TAK

TAK

TAK

TAK

DUN

TAK

TIK

TIK

TAK

DUN

TIK

DUN

TIK

TAKA DUN

TIK

10. TIKI

DURU

TIKI

11. DUN

DUN

TIK

DUN

12. DUN

TAK

DUN

TAK

DUN
DURU TAK
TAKA

DUN
TAK
DUN

Quelle: Reiter G. (1998). Body Percussion 1. Innsbruck: Helbling

TAK

TAK TAK Template

1.

2.

TAK

TAK

DUN

DUN

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
.

9.

10.

11.

12.

TAK

DUN

TAK

TAK DUN

*
*
*

3. Body percussion

Morning has come

*

Language Learning
Strategies

Time: can be developed in short sequences οf 5 minutes every day over a week

* Space: Free space to form a circle with the class with spread arms

*

Intercultural
Awareness

*

Language Awareness,
Knowledge about
Language

Vocabulary

Writing
(reproductive)

Writing
(creative)

Reading and
Understanding

Perception and
Differentiation

2. Singing

***

Listening and
Understanding

1. Rhythmic vocalisation

Pronunciation,
articulation

Spoken
production,
reading aloud

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

***

Literacy

Oracy

Keyword(s): Morning Song,
Gesture song, Silence,
Imagination

**

Language level: Basic
Music level: Basic

(traditional Native American song)

Young learners will… learn a morning gymnastic exercise, move and stretch their bodies, sing at different pitches and with different sound-colours (syllables), combine
gestures with the meaning of words, understand gestures as a powerful language, learn to articulate different syllables and sentences in English (or other languages)

4. Playing instruments

5. Dancing and moving

*
*
*

6. Exploring, improvising,
composing

7. Listening to music

8. Painting, writing,
reading music

Standard procedure
1.

9. Using ICT

10. Conducting - teaching
music

2.
3.
4.
5.

Teacher shows movements of the song without singing and talking. Pupils come to the circle and join in individually to the very slow and silent “Tai Chi” exercise
a) Morning has come: draw your hands together to your chest, one hand on top of the other
b) night is away: hands push the night away (palms outwards) – to full stretch in front of your chest
c) rise with the sun: hands describe a sunrise (stretch up high)
d) and welcome the day: make an arc with your hands from high to the sides of your body (... and restart)
As soon as the movements are stable, the teacher starts humming the melody softly.
Later on try singing with different syllabi like dü, oui, ja, no, su, ri etc. (if favoured, coming from a specific language) and on a different pitch (e.g. going higher step by
step)
After returning to humming, and finally to only moving, children guess the meaning of the song without knowing the lyrics (gestures, melody, situation)
Teacher speaks the lyrics rhythmically along the gestures. Pupils imitate first by speaking, then later with the melody.
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Other gestures songs:
Je mets le pied (Boogie)
Head and shoulders
Zwei kleine Wölfe

Other morning songs:
Le jour se lève
Guten Morgen
Ein heller Morgen
Morning has broken
Déjà le coq a chanté

Multimedia:
see related video on the
website
(www.emportfolio.eu >
materials)

Walking in the room, with humming, singing and moving.
Singing and moving in separate groups.
Optional procedures
Speaking or singing as a soloist, while the class hums the melody.
Moving without singing again, while representing text and/or melody in mind.
Describing the movements with words.
Drawing pictures describing the movement and comment on them.
Creating lyrics in mother tongue or in a other foreign language:
- (German) Der Tag beginnt / die Nacht entflieht / schau wie die Sonne am Himmel erblüht.
Extra procedures
- (German) Der Morgen kommt / die Nacht vergeht / steh mit der Sonne auf und sei hier wohlauf.
for further language learning
- (French) Le jour s'eveille / la nuit s'en va / .... le soleil qui se lève deja.
- (Greek) Ήπθ’ η αςγή / η’ άζηπα ζκοππά / βγαίνει ο ήλιορ και μαρ σαιπεηά.
- (Greek) Χέπια κλειζηά / σέπια ανοικηά / πάνω ηα σέπια και κάηω ξανά.
- (Greek) Κάθε ππωί / κάνω εςσή / να είμαι πάνηα καλό παιδί.
Singing as a 2, 3, or 4-way canon.
Extra procedures
Singing one voice as a soloist while the class sings another voice.
for further music learning
Writing the music in a individually created notation.

Notes
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**

Language Learning
Strategies

Intercultural
Awareness

***

Language Awareness,
Knowledge about
Language

Vocabulary

Writing
(reproductive)

Writing
(creative)

Reading and
Understanding

Perception and
Differentiation

**

*

Time: 45’
Space: typical classroom or arts and crafts laboratory

1. Rhythmic vocalisation

2. Singing

Listening and
Understanding

Pronunciation,
articulation

Spoken
production,
reading aloud

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

*

Literacy

Oracy

Keyword(s): handmade musical
instruments, creativity, sound
imitation, sound effects

Language level: Basic
Music level: Basic

Paper Kazoo

*
*

3. Body percussion

Young learners will… understand instructions in a foreign language; construct their own musical instruments; play music with the handmade kazoos; express their
creativity and imagination
4. Playing instruments

5. Dancing and moving

6. Exploring, improvising,
composing

*
* Standard procedure 1
*

1

2

3

4

5

*

*

7. Listening to music

8. Painting, writing,
reading music

1. Collect all the requested tools and materials
2. Roll 2-3 paper sheets lengthways in order to create a tube. Secure the tube in place by using the rubber bands or by gluing the paper with the glue stick.
3. With the pair of scissors, make two cuts to create a rhomb-shape hole.
4. Cut a piece from the plastic bag and cover one end of the paper tube. Secure the plastic with a rubber band ensuring it is not too tight or loose.
5. Your kazoo is ready and you can use it in many different and creative ways! The following info explains how to play your kazoo.

9. Using ICT

1. Hold your kazoo and place the hole in the middle of the kazoo in mouth.
2. HUM into the kazoo; do not blow into it! Blowing with the lips closed around the mouthpiece of the kazoo
will not make sound – you must vibrate air from your lungs by humming into the instrument in order for the
kazoo to make any sound. At first, try to make familiar sounds such as “who” or “two” into the kazoo.
Increased airflow and harder blowing will result in a more effective and authoritative sound.

10. Conducting - teaching
music

1

The teacher does the instruction in the targeted language.
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Materials: paper sheets
A4, a pair of scissors,
freezer bag or thin wax
paper, rubber bands, glue
stick (optional), marker
pens, stickers etc. for
decoration (optional)

References
Kampylis, P. (2008).
Dimiourgikes drastiriotites
gia tin 3rd and 4th
Dimotikou (Creative
activities for 3rd and 4th
Grade). Athens: Patakis
Publications.

Decorate your kazoos with stickers, ribbons, markers and so on, in order to transform them into artworks!
Walking around the room, whilst humming, singing and moving.
Singing and moving in separate groups.
Speaking or singing as a soloist, while the class hums the melody.
Optional procedures
Moving without singing again, while representing text and/or melody in mind.
Ask students to experiment on how to construct variations of the basic model by asking questions such as “What other materials can you
use instead of paper, rubber bands and nylon bag for creating a kazoo?”, “ What other shapes and sizes can you use for your kazoo?”,
“What accessories can you add to your kazoo in order to alter its sound?”
Extra procedures Ask students to write instructions about the construction of the paper kazoo in their mother tongue.
for further language learning Ask students to write down the sounds that they can produce/imitate with their handmade paper kazoos.
Students can produce/create/imitate sounds with their handmade paper kazoos. For instance, they can imitate sound of insects and
animals (such as bees or mosquitos), machines (e.g. a sports car or a fire truck/police car siren), musical instruments (e.g. an electric
Extra procedures guitar, a trumpet) and the list goes on.
for further music learning Students can create a kazoo orchestra and play their favourite music. For instance, students can hum into their kazoos the Pink Panther
melody, while whilst they walk in the unique way of the cartoon-hero. They can also hold the kazoo with their left hand while they snap the
fingers of their right hands.

Notes
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**

Language level: Basic
Music level: Basic

2. Singing

*
*

3. Body percussion

*
* Young learners will… learn a morning gymnastic exercise, move and stretch their body, sing on different pitches and with different sound-colours (syllables), combine
* gestures with meaning of words, understand gestures as a powerful language, learn to articulate different syllables and sentences in English (or other languages)

Bombella

(traditional from Ghana)

4. Playing instruments

Standard procedure
5. Dancing and moving

6. Exploring, improvising,
composing

7. Listening to music

8. Painting, writing,
reading music

9. Using ICT

10. Conducting - teaching
music

*
*

Language Learning
Strategies

Intercultural
Awareness

**

Time: Approximately 10+ minutes
* Space: Children sitting or kneeling in a circle

Language Awareness,
Knowledge about
Language

Vocabulary

Writing
(reproductive)

Writing
(creative)

Reading and
Understanding

Perception and
Differentiation

Listening and
Understanding

***

Pronunciation,
articulation

1. Rhythmic vocalisation

Spoken
production,
reading aloud

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation
***

Literacy

Oracy

Keyword(s): passing game,
body percussion, singing

1. Sit the children in a circle, tap knees to a repeating count of 4
(4/4 time).
2. Tap own knees twice and right hand neighbour’s twice (repeat
until smooth).
3. When knee tapping smooth teacher/leader sings the Bombella
song against the tapped accompaniment.
4. Teacher tells children about stone passing games in school
playgrounds in Ghana and gives a stone to each child (choose
different kinds/sizes/colours of stone).
5. Holding the stone in the left hand sing song to the
accompaniment of stone tapping on floor in front of each child
(on beats 1 and 3).
6. Whilst singing song, tap beat 1 in front and beat 3 in front of right
hand neighbour, eventually leading to….
7. Leaving the stone in front of right hand neighbour (on the third
beat) for them to pick up and pass to their right hand neighbour
and so on (teacher should talk about the importance of placing
the stone carefully and in time in front of their neighbour).
Practice stone passing until smooth.
8. Song ends when each stone has returned to its original owner.
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Materials: Stones
(pebbles, etc. of assorted
colour and size)
Related videos:
traditional Jamaican
childhood game
www.jambalayah.com/nod
e/931
http://doumdoumdoum.fre
e.fr/index.php?page=chant
&id=69

Optional procedures

Extra procedures
for further language learning
Extra procedures
for further music learning

Teacher teaches the song in two halves and group sings with tapped accompaniment until confident.
Observe how many times the song has to be repeated until everyone has his/her own stone. Is it depended of the number of
participants? How exactly?
Play the stone passing game with closed eyes.
Tell children to get to know their stone (name it, imagine being a tiny-tiny insect crawling across it etc.) and describe it.
Pass other things like pencils, cups, sticks, and so on.
Pass mixed things and everyone has to name it correctly.
Explore the sound of the different stones. Do children recognise their stone by his sound?
Invent other accompaniments, more complex ones, changing directions and so on.

Notes
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6. Exploring, improvising,
composing

7. Listening to music

8. Painting, writing,
reading music

9. Using ICT

10. Conducting - teaching
music

***

*

Language Learning
Strategies

5. Dancing and moving

***

Time: time to organise children into groups, to listen to a short piece of music (up to approximately 3 minutes), then to discuss the results - approximately 5 minutes
Space: A typical classroom or the ICT laboratory

Intercultural
Awareness

4. Playing instruments

***

Language Awareness,
Knowledge about
Language

3. Body percussion

Writing
(reproductive)

2. Singing

Writing
(creative)

1. Rhythmic vocalisation

Reading and
Understanding

Perception and
Differentiation

Listening and
Understanding

Pronunciation,
articulation

Spoken
production,
reading aloud

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

***

Vocabulary

Literacy

Oracy

Keyword(s): Cognates,
adjectives, opposites

***

Language level: Open
Music level: Open

SCRAMBLE
Learners will… read a musical notation, improve articulation, develop an understanding of graphical notation, and being creative in different ways.
Standard procedure
1. Select a piece of music, then decide on appropriate words which describe and don't describe the music. For example - if there is a violin playing you might produce 2
cards: violin, and guitar. (These words are cognates in many other languages e.g. violon and guitare in French).
2. Divide children into groups of 5-6.
2. Share out packs of word cards amongst the groups. Some cards may be blank – so that children can print their own descriptive words if they wish.
3. Listen to the recording. Whilst listening, children divide their cards into 2 sets– those words that describe the music, and those that don’t. They might also have a third set words that are ambiguous or unknown - but encourage guessing in this case. Tell them they have until the music finishes to complete the task (around 3 minutes).
4. Ask groups to share with each other which words they chose – and which they rejected.
5. Feedback: Tell the children about the music and reveal the words that link to the music. Some words may be ambiguous and promote discussion (e.g. loud, old).
* Example: Recording of Needle in a Haystack – Velvelettes [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhVXsBn1pOw accessed 22/May 2011]
Words that do or don’t describe the music
Blues
Drums
Strings
Double bass
Female vocalist
Piano
Solo
Sad
Love song
Melancholic
Relaxing
Male vocalist

Emotional
Good singer
Voice
Deep voice
Dance music
Off-beat
Rhythmical
Heart

Words that may be ambiguous
Broken hearted
Reggae
Vocal group
Unsettling
Old
Story
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Celebration
Brass band
Humorous
Film music
High voice
Ballet
Loud

Copyright: This
activity is based on
an activity in Literacy
and Music published
by LMP
(http://www.lmpi.co.u
k/content/view/13/27)
for which
permissions have
been granted.

Optional procedures See below.
The teacher might prepare contrasting text which does or doesn’t describe the music. For example:
1. This is a piece of popular music with female vocalists, a strong rhythm, a solo saxophone and would provide a lively beat for
Extra procedures
dancing.
for further language learning
2. This is modern opera with a male vocalist. It has a slow tempo and would normally be listened to in a concert hall.
3. This piece of music has female vocalists and a trumpet solo at the end. It is ideal for dancing a waltz.
The groups of children select the appropriate text. As with the Scramble activity, ambiguous terms can be included to promote discussion.
The words chosen can be simple or advanced. If the teacher is confident they may include words that extend the children’s musical
Extra procedures
perceptions, including for instance vivace, tempo giusto, etc. – and explain that for many musicians such words and terms are understood
for further music learning
whatever their native language.

Notes
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Language Learning
Strategies

Intercultural
Awareness

Language Awareness,
Knowledge about
Language

Writing
(reproductive)

**
Music level: Open

Source:

Standard procedure:

5. Dancing and moving

1.
2.
3.
4.

6. Exploring, improvising,
composing

5.

9. Using ICT

*
Language level: Open

Young learners will… listen a song in foreign language, practise memory skills, practise with rhythm

4. Playing instruments

8. Painting, writing,
reading music

Writing
(creative)

SUBTITLING SHOW

*

*

3. Body percussion

7. Listening to music

*

Time: from 25’ for the main activity (but it depends on the song); it’s positive to repeat the last steps (next sessions)

1. Rhythmic vocalisation

2. Singing

**

Reading and
Understanding

**

Perception and
Differentiation

Listening and
Understanding

Pronunciation,
articulation

desks or a circle of chairs

Spoken
production,
reading aloud

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation

Space: typical classroom with

Vocabulary

detecting words

Literacy

Oracy

Keyword(s): Listening, song,

*
*
*

The teacher distributes pieces of paper with a word or a phrase from the song (as papers as different song’s words)
Students listen to the song and try to recognize when their word appears.
Students stand up in a line according to the order of appearance of the words they have.
Students listen to the song (with lyrics) and show their piece of paper every time it appears in the song. This step should be done several times until mastering it before
proceeding to step 5.
Students listen to the instrumental version of the song and every time their word should appear, they have to show their piece of paper.

Example: Wimoweh – with lyrics: Laurie Berkner [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7qc_WPhBck accessed 29/May 2011]
Without lyrics: Martin Lane [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7mUG8PD06A accessed 29/May 2011]
Lyrics
Words (for the pieces of paper)
1. In the jungle, the mighty jungle, the lion sleeps tonight (x2), oh…
In / the/ jungle / mighty / the lion / sleeps / tonight / oh
a-wimoweh (x12)
a-wimoweh
2. In the village, the peaceful village, the lion sleeps tonight (x2), oh…
In / the / village / peaceful / the lion / sleeps / tonight / oh
a-wimoweh (x12)
a-wimoweh
3. Hush, my darling, don’t cry my darling, the lion sleeps tonight (x2), oh…
hush / my darling / don’t cry/ the lion / sleeps / tonight / oh
a-wimoweh (x12)
a-wimoweh

10. Conducting - teaching
music
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Use pictures instead of words. It's easier for beginners or it could be a previous stage.
Previously, distribute pieces of paper with words in the students' L1. Then the students have to choose another piece of paper with the
Optional procedures word in L2 that corresponds to the word they already had in their L1.
Once they have learnt the song, besides showing the piece of paper every time it appears in the song, students could sing it.
Apply movements or a choreography to the song, specially for the chorus
Focus on pronunciation when learning the song
Extra procedures
Students could change some of the words of the lyrics or invent some new lyrics of their own
for further language learning
Creating the material for a new song
Learning how to interpret the song.
Extra procedures Creating some accompaniment for the song.
for further music learning Disentangling the structure of the song and of its audition
Creating the material for a new song
Notes
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*

Language Learning
Strategies

Intercultural
Awareness

Language Awareness,
Knowledge about
Language

Vocabulary

Writing
(reproductive)

Writing
(creative)

Reading and
Understanding

Perception and
Differentiation

*

*

Language level: Open
Music level: Open

Tempo Tamper
Learners will… explore vocal and percussion sounds, capture sounds using computers and change elements of the sounds. They will use computers to extend their
repertoire of sounds for further exploration in creative music making.

* Standard procedure
1.

This activity suggests the use of ‘Sound Recorder’ which is a program on all PCs and Laptops (but not Macs). To find the program search for ‘Sound Recorder’
which is usually in the Entertainment folder - (go to Start – Accessories- Entertainment). The versions on Windows Vista and Windows 7 are not the same as
previous versions, and not suitable for the suggestions below. However – for Windows 7 the versions from older PCs and laptops (not Vista) can e transferred – or
indeed – an older computer utilised. To transfer the program search for ‘sndrec32’.

2.

This activity initially, only requires a single PC or laptop (Windows). I recommend having the children in a horse-shoe or circle close to the computer - and a long
microphone cable to ensure children have an opportunity to create sounds.
Ensure your microphone is attached and switched on, then press the red ‘record’ button in Sound Recorder and make some sounds into the microphone. (For
support attaching microphones etc. go to www.LMPi.co.uk and follow the path ‘Curriculum’, ‘ICT for Free’, Sound Recorder (bottom of list) and ‘Sound Recorder
Teaching Tips’ (bottom of page).
Press the black ‘stop’ button, and then the black ‘play’ button to listen to your recording.
Sounds can be changed by selecting options under the 'Effects' drop down menu. Try recording unusual, imitative or everyday sounds then altering the sounds.
Increasing or decreasing speed (tempo) will also affect pitch (see if the children can identify what has happened before telling them). Reversing sounds such as a
word, a single long triangle or cymbal sound can be very effective.

5. Dancing and moving

6. Exploring, improvising,
composing

Listening and
Understanding

*

3. Body percussion

4. Playing instruments

*

Time: Open-ended. This can take 15 minutes or a whole lesson or more, depending on creativity of both teacher and pupils.
Space: A typical classroom, and possibly progression/continuation in a computer lab. A horse-shoe arrangement if teaching as a class lesson – or computer suite.

1. Rhythmic vocalisation

2. Singing

Pronunciation,
articulation

Spoken
production,
reading aloud

Spoken
interaction,
Mediation
*

Literacy

Oracy

Keyword(s): capture, audio,
tempo, recording, effects

*

7. Listening to music

8. Painting, writing,
reading music

9. Using ICT

10. Conducting - teaching
music

*
*

3.
4.
5.
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Copyright: This
activity is based on
workshops led by
David Wheway –
and he is happy for
the ideas to be
shared.

Materials: This activity
initially, only requires a
single PC or laptop
(Windows). I
recommend having the
children in a horseshoe or circle close to
the computer - and a
long microphone cable
to ensure children have
an opportunity to create
sounds.

If it proves difficult to source ‘Sound Recorder’ or if you are using a Mac – try downloading and experimenting with Audacity instead,
Optional procedures downloaded from http://audacity.sourceforge.net . Though more complex, it is in many ways better. Further instructions for Audacity can be
found at the LMP website (www.LMPi.co.uk ). Go to 'Curriculum', then 'ICT for Free' then 'Audacity Article'.
Once children are familiar with the program – they might work in small groups or pairs in a computer suite – to further edit and mix sounds.
Extra procedures The processes support children exploring vocal production and sounds. Try saying words, syllables etc., then changing the sounds. Listen
for further language learning back to a recording and assess for accuracy. (See the Activities database for further suggestions)
Extra procedures Sounds can be saved, then using either ‘Insert file’ or ‘Mix File’ under the Edit drop down menu, short sequences and compositions can be
for further music learning made. These can be pure music – or might have a story dialogue – or poem. Files can also be transferred into multi-media applications.

Notes
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4. The Pupil’s Portfolio
The Pupil’s Portfolio consists of a box and cards with different ideas and suggestions for developing,
recording, and reflecting on integrated music and language learning. The box can also be used as a
musical treasure chest where important mementos can be kept. The following pages provide
suggestions, encouragement and inspiration for creating a music and language Portfolio. It is
important that the format and the contents of the Pupil’s Portfolio be maintained by both the
teacher and pupils.

Individual Pupil’s Portfolio
The Pupil’s Portfolio records musical and language experiences so that pupils can see what they have
done, the progress they have made, and share things they are proud of. It will typically take the form
of a treasure chest (a box that can hold A5-sized cards, CDs and DVDs), which might contain a
collection of audio and video recordings, writing, music, drawings, song lyrics, and photographs.
Teachers also have the option to create electronic Pupil’s Portfolios for individual students (or one
for the entire class) using the PowerPoint version. The Pupil’s Portfolio should allow pupils to
showcase their musical and language learning development in a variety of areas and through a range
of activities. Valuing and reflecting on pupils’ opinions about their experiences will allow them to
interpret and illustrate their progress, and can motivate and inspire them to pursue further musical
and language learning activity. This cyclic alternation between doing and thinking forms the rhythm
of learning.
The Pupil’s Portfolio is divided into three major sections:
• Music and Me
• My Music Journal
• My Musical Treasure
The Pupil’s Portfolio materials and teacher’s cards are available for download as a Word document or
as a PowerPoint file through this link:
http://e-learning.emportfolio.eu/mod/folder/view.php?id=364

Classroom Pupils’ Portfolio
The Pupils’ Portfolio for a group or class is similar to the individual portfolio but it offers an
opportunity for a few children in the class or for the whole class to record their collective and
cooperative learning, development and experiences. Children can therefore explore and learn about
their cultural similarities and differences. A large treasure chest or an electronic Classroom Pupils’
Portfolio can be used for the entire class.
A group or classroom Pupils’ Portfolio might express:
• learning and sharing music with others
• sharing intercultural musical experiences
• discussions and opinions about music
• class decisions and music repertory (activities, listening, singing, other musical experiences
and games…)
• recordings of making music together
• how music supports and promotes language learning
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How to use the Pupil’s Portfolio
The EMP-L activities and the Pupil’s Portfolio cards (see Figure 1) are meant as suggestions,
inspiration and creative encouragement for making your own cards. It is important for the Pupil’s
Portfolio contents to be initiated by the pupil him/herself, with the teacher’s support. Teachers
should ask pupils how they would like to develop their own personal or classroom Pupil’s Portfolio: a
loose-leaf binder or folder, a treasure chest with printed A5 cards, an e-Portfolio using PowerPoint,
Moodle, a blog, or a database, burned CDs or DVDs of short videos, pictures and audio recordings
they have created, and so on. The far right side of each Pupil’s Portfolio card has some pictures to
help children remember the ways in which they can record their experiences (on paper, audiorecording, video-recording, and in their own memory through their emotions and through reflection
on the cards they made previously).
Figure 1

Example Pupil’s Portfolio card
Section
(My
Music
Journal)
My Music Journal: Let’s make sounds using our bodies (BP1)
Let’s make different sounds with our hands and feet.

Type of
musical
activity

Stamp

Clap

Examples

Title of
card
Space for children to describe
their own experiences and
explorations in music learning
over time (drawings, smiley faces,
photos, music notation, writing)

Ways of
recording

There is also a teacher’s version of the European Music Portfolio: A Creative Way into Languages,
which has cards corresponding to the Pupil’s Portfolio cards (see Figure 2). The teacher’s cards
contain ideas and reflections for musical and language learning opportunities and intercultural
awareness, connections to the European Music Portfolio Teacher’s Handbook and the European
Language Portfolio, and sample EMP-L activities.
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Example teacher’s card

The Pupil’s Portfolio contains three major parts: Music and Me (or Music and Us); My Music Journal
(or Our Music Journal); and My Musical Treasure (or Our Musical Treasure), all of which are coded
with different photographs. The following pages detail each part in turn. More information is
available in the teacher’s version of each Pupil’s Portfolio card.

Part 1. Music and Me
This section of the Pupil’s Portfolio encourages and develops children’s musical
awareness through autobiographical reflection on their musical experiences
and preferences. This sensitisation also focuses on conscious auditory
perception and reflections on the sounds that surround pupils daily.
1.1
The music in me
In this section, children can reflect on the range of sounds they are able to make with their
voices and their bodies. Children can also record new sounds as they learn to create them.
1.2
This is my music
Pupils can choose and reflect on their sound preferences, their favourite songs, bands,
singers, instruments, and styles of music. They can also become aware of their own musical
culture (artists, dances, songs, rhythms, and games) and the influences of other cultures on
it. In addition, children can record their most important musical experiences in a pictorial
and/or written format (e.g., My Musical River).
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1.3
Sounds around me
Pupils open their ears and learn about all types of sounds and noises around them and what
they associate with those sounds. They can also create their own ways of keeping track of
the sounds they hear, such as writing them down or using sound files on the computer.
1.4
What I would like to do and learn in music
Pupils can reflect on their musical dreams and aspirations and they can draw a symbolic
picture to represent them. If desired, this picture can include a temporal aspect so that it can
be changed over the course of time. Children can decide for themselves how best to express
what they would like to do and learn musically. Some ideas might include: my music garden,
my music shop, my music fireworks, my music theme park, my music castle, my music time
machine, and so on.

Part 2. My Music Journal
2.1
Music around the World
On a map of the world, children can keep track of the music of other
countries and cultures that they become familiar with. This is a great
place to showcase children’s intercultural learning.

On the left-hand side of each of the My Music Journal cards, there are ten different pictures which
symbolise the ten categories of musical activities in the EMP-L project. Each of the categories has five
example cards, which relate to the EMP-L activities. The cards are intended as a way for children to
capture and reflect on their musical and language learning experiences and these cards can be
adapted and added to over time – or you and your pupils can create your own cards.

1

Rhythmic vocalisation (RV1-RV5)

Let’s play with rhythm using our voices

2

Singing (S1-S5)

Let’s sing

3

Body percussion (BP1-BP5)

Let’s make sounds using our bodies

4

Playing instruments (PI1-PI5)

Let’s play instruments
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5

Dancing and moving (DM1-DM5)

Let’s dance and move

6

Exploring, improvising, composing Let’s explore, improvise, and compose
(EIC1-EIC5)

7

Listening to music (LM1-LM5)

8

Painting, writing, reading music Let’s paint, write, and read music
(PWR1-PWR5)

9

Using ICT (UICT1-UICT5)

10

Conducting and teaching music Let’s teach each other and conduct music
(CTM1-CTM5)

Let’s listen to sound and music

Let’s use technology or a computer

Part 3. My Musical Treasure
In the treasure chest, pupils can collect and celebrate the results of their
experiences with the EMP-L musical language learning activities, and they may
choose to share them with others. The contents may consist of drawings, photographs, films or
DVDs, audio recordings on CD, performances, national songs or songs from the new language(s),
pictures of or even physical handmade/junk instruments and music created by the children. Instead
of using a box or an electronic version of the musical treasure, you might want to grow a real garden
or landscape in your classroom, or create a classroom poster to symbolise your adventures in music
and language learning.
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